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Abstract 

During也e 1995 Hyogoken-N箇nbuE紅白.quak:e， pilotis buildings suffered grea旬:r darnage 

也組other concrete buildings. Arnong civil structures， darnage to rigid-企arne viaducts was 

a1so notable. Subse.quent e紅白.quak:e-resisting rneasures have not been sufficiently progressed 

for these s甘uctures. As it stands， engineers are still struggling for counterrneasures. 百1e

Committee s.quarely addressed 也is subject， explored e島ctive solutions， and presented 

旬chni.ques to achieve such solutions 

Keywords: pilotis s位協旬re， re仕ofitting rne由od， rigid-企arne viaduct， seisrnic isolation， 

seisrnic safety， vibration con位01

1. Introduction 

1.1 De自国姐ons

As defrned later血也is paper， pilotis s位uct町田can be described 企orn 也E邸pect of 

vibrationa1 science as s佐uctures showing世1e d"戸1arnic behavior of a one-Iurnped-rnass systern. 

In architecture， tl1ese are so・ca1led pilotis buildings having few or no wa1ls on tl1e ground floor. 

In civil engineering，也ese are represented by rigid-企arne viaducts. For也e dynarnic behavior 

of a one-Iurnped-rnass sy由rn，也e rigidity of白.e first (bo伽m) layer needsωbe sufficiently 

lower tl1an世1at of tl1e upper layers. Note白紙if白e pilotis story has wa11s and their arnount 

and layout increase也e rigidity of也e s旬'ry in tl1e bearn direction， tl1en only the ridge direction 

of也e story forrns a pilotis s加cture (unidirectiona1 pilotis) 

1.2 Problerns 

Because of tl1e particular effectiveness of 也e space utility of 也e pilotis floor， pilotis 

building国紅E 紺ongly in dernand in society and are found in rnany ap紅白1ent houses and 

office buildings. 

However， as dernonstrated by tl1eir ca1arnitous darnage due to 1995 Hyogoken-narnbu 
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E紅白quake， seisrnic safety of pilotis s佐山知res is far frorn sufficient. The darnage ratio was 

a1so hi脚st arnong 0出er types of structures. Yet no effective seisrnic rneasures or seisrnic 

design m巴thod have been present. Though a nurnber of problerns have to be solved before 

establishing such rneasures and design rne由ods， pilotis struc旬res will sustain serious darnage 

during a rnajor e紅白quake in 世le 自由re， harrning the reliめility of concrete as a whole frorn 

the aspect of s回伽ra1 s時:ty， which is directiy related to its judgrnent by soci郵

1.3 Activities of the Committee 

百le Cornrnittee， which was organized in these circurnstances， ainls ω consolidate 

va1uable research da:包dispersed in various acadernic societiesωestablish a seisrnic design 

rnethod for由is type of s甘ucture including structura1 construction and execution rnethods， 

thereby rneeting the s住ong dernand企orn society and rninirnizing future e紅白quake damage 

The activities of the Cornrnittee were divided into fo町 working groups (WGs)ωshown in 

Table 1.1 (Cornposition of the Cornrnittee). These were referred ωas follows: 

Architectura1 WG 1 ，  which investigated the seisrnic safety of existing pilotis struct町es;

Architectura1 WG2， which investigated也e rnethods of seisrnic re往ofitting of unsafe 

structures; 

Architectura1 WG3， which investigated design rnethods (perforrnance-oriented) for newly 

built structures; and 

Civil engineering WU which investigated the rneasures aga:inst e紅白quakes of civil struc旬res

in regard to struc旬re， function， and restorative properties. 

Over the 1鎚t two yea:rs， 也e Cornrnit臨has investigated sorne of the rn司or fundarnen旬l

problerns rela:旬dωpilotis structures frorn由e standpoint of earthquake disaster prevention 

and achieved an effective SUlllInary， while offering 血e direction to irnprovernent 

Investigation into seisrnic design rnethods for由is type of s甘ucture provides a new 

perspective for s佐uc旬res in genera1. It is therefore expected to con位ibu旬ω世le review of 

current design rne血ods.

1.4 Bases and outlines to solu姐ons (Examples of policies) 

Su包堅主乏鐙l< (Figure 1.1): Olive View Ho唱pita1 des位oyed by the 1971 San Femando 

E紅白quake. It was a f1副lure in genera1 旬rrns but provided an e甜ernely useful“specia1 

solution" - a “sof1: -story" structure having ∞nfined (latera1ly confin叫∞lurmlS wi血high

deforrnability on the frrst layer. 

Policy 1 :  The goa1 of白.e d凶ign of pilotis structures should be血.e current seisrnic 
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base-isolation structure with a design concept of cutting or reducing the input earthquake 

energy by making the pi10tis story serve as a soft story (base-isolated story). It is extremely 

di:fficult to reach a solution企om the “all story yielding design." 

Policv2.: Figure 1.2 shows an example of a soft story (base-isolated story). If the bui1ding has 

a basement， fai1-safe measures can be taken by making the basement serve as a soft story and 

extending the floor beams of白e ground floor to the peripheral walls of the basement. Bracing 

the basement with prestressing steel also provides high restorability. The damping function 

should be concentrated on由is story. 

Policv�: The columns of a pi10tis story should be su:fficient1y confined. Such a pi10tis story 

can withstand loads with an inter-story drift (R) of 1/15 to 1/10 repeated some dozen times. 

Policv1: An input ground motion of level 3 should also be considered. The cross-sectional 

dimensions should be determined under Level 2， and Level 3 applied for the design of 

deformability. The safety margin of deformation should be provided by calculating the 

ultimate deformation. 

Other Doint 1 (Benefit}: Since a structure designed by these policies can be dynamically 

regarded as a one-lumped-mass system， it can be easi1y investigated by elasto・plastic response 

analysis in various ways. 

Other Doint 2 ffienefit}: These policies allow engineers ωeasi1y design a structure with 

consideration to restorability with little damage to 白e upper floors during an earthquake 

simi1arly to base-isolated structures. 

Other Doint 3 (Subiect}: The extent of the applicability of the concept of Policy 1 is a subject 

to be investigated in terms of the aspect ratio and number of stories. 

Figure 1.1: State of damage of Olive View Hospital in 1971 and large residual 

displacement of confined columns on the first story 

(residual displacement: approx. 50 cm， drift angle: approx. 1/5)1・1)
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Table 1.1: Committee members 

αlamn阻 ofCornrn由民 Kazuo SUZUKI Ex-Osaka Unìversìty 

α1Ìef Secretary of Comrnìttee I 
Yukihiro TANlMURA Raìlway Technìcal Research Instìtute 

M阻ager OfSl由comrnlttee

α1Ìef Secretary of Comrnìttee Tornohìsa MUKAI Buìlding Research Instìtute 

Manager of Sl由comrnlttee Manabu YOSH酌fURA Tokyo Metropolìt阻 Unìversìty

Norìo INOUE Tohoku Unìversìty 

Hìroshì KUR.AlvIOTO Osaka Unìversìty 

Secretary of Subcornrnìttee Koichi KUSUNOKI Yokoh坦na Natìonal Unìversìty 

Shìgenobu INOUE As阻uma Co叩oratIon

N obuaki HANAI Kyushu Sangyo Unìversìty 

Mernber K3Z1岨ori IWABUCHI Kmnagaì G山田

Hideyuki KINUGASA Tokyo Unìversìty of Scìence 

Hiroshi KOMOTO Mase s仕uctural desìgn office 

Yasushì SANADA Toyohashì Unìversìty ofTechnology 

Tsutornu K01vfURO Taìseì Co中oratIon

Takuya NAGAE 
Natìonal Research Instì加te for E町出Scìence
組d Dìsaster Preventìon 

Shuefeng WEN Tepìa Corporatìon Jap阻

Kaoru KOBAYASHI East Jap阻Raìlway Cornp阻y

Shigehiko SAITO Unìversìty ofYamanashì 

下{oshìnorì SHINDO 
Jap阻 Raìlway Cons加Llctìon， Tr阻sport 阻d
Technology Agency 

Masamìchì SOGABE Raìlway Technìcal Research Instìtute 

Koichi TANAKA Obayashì Corporatìon 

Hìs剖nichi HATTORI Tokyu Constructìon Co.， Ltd 

Koji MATSUHASHI Pacìfic Consultants Co.， Ltd 

Koji YOSHIDA Central Jap阻Raìlway Cornpany 

Tadatorno WATANABE Hokubu Consultant Co.， Ltd 

仁:wperate Mernber Zhenbao LI Beìjìng Unìversìty ofTechnology 

Hua1v1A Beìjìng Unìversìty ofTechnology 
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Figure 1.3: Multiple alternate loading test on laterally confined column1司
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2. Bri“leness of pilotis buildings and current d凶ign techniques (Architectural WG 1) 

2.1 De.貧困値on of pilotis buildings 

Generally speaking， a pilotis building has not been clearly defined， but can be defined in 

a manner of arc駒山ral planning郎、structure having世Ifough bearing walls primarily in 

the beam direction like a plank-like building for use as an apar卸lent house where世le whole 

or part of the bearing walls on 也e ground floor is absent ω use the floor for facilities 

requiring large spaces， such as parking and stores." 

The Committee decided to cover structures in which bearing wa1ls for the se∞nd 組d

upper stories cause世le rigidity/bearing capacity of the first story to be relatively low， making 

也e first floor prone 旬a mechanism (story yielding). The fo11owing case， for instance， is not 

included in 由e scope of白e Commit旬唱's defmition: a design case世lat does not permit the 

co11apse of the pilotis floor， leading to a tota1 co11apse due to bending failure at血.e feet of 

bearing walls directly above由e pilotis floor. 

2.2 Summary of damage from past earthquakes 

Nearly 88% of the tota1 death to11 in the 1995 Hyogoken-nambu E紅白quake were caused 

by the co11apse of buildings. Reinfor∞d concæ旬buildings were also severely damaged. 

However， reinforced buildings conforming to the new earthquake resistance standards 

estab!ished in 19 81 were scarcely damaged to a serious degree， excepting a small number， 

most of which were pilotis buildings dantaged by世le co11apse of the pilotis story or failure of 

joints. Never世leless， the damage of 90% of all pilotis struct町es designed in ac∞rdance wi白

the current standards was minor or less2-1) 

A damage case of a buildings白紙conformed to the new earthquake resistance s旬nd紅白

but co11apsed during the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu Earthquake is in位oduced below along with 

世le r，巴S叫ts of factor analysis2-2) 

百1Ïs is a7・storied reinforced concrete apar町四nt building with a pilotis story on 也E

ground floor used as a parking lot. The insufficient s位'eng白 of the first story compared wi由

也e upper s旬n巴:s caused a typical mechanism of first story yielding， resulting in failure of all 

colunms and walls on the first floor， whereas the damage to也e upper floors was marginal. 

Several problems were found in也e design of也e north-sou血 direction of也is building 

including judgment errors. The frrst problem is non-bearing walls with s!its on the upper 

sωries. These servedωbearing walls during 血e e紅白quake due to insufficient de凶Is of the 

s!its. As a result， the s仕印刷l of由e first story was relatively lower由組曲e upper stories. The 
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sec'Ond problem stems 企'Om shear design in血e se∞ndary design.百le designer asslffiled 

'Overa11 rotati'On as a mechanism dueω由e uplift 'Of白e f'Oundati'Ons and carried 'Out由e shear 

design 'Of血e first f1'O'Or c'Olunms based 'On the shearing f'Orce asslffiled f'Or也e mechanism. In 

'Other w'Ords， the shear s田ng世1 'Of m'Ost 'Of the first f1'O'Or c'Olunms was l'Ower白an the shearing 

f'Orce at 血e time 'Of y ielding at b'Oth ends. The third problem is rela旬d t'O也e required 

h'Oriz'Onta1 bearing capacity asslffiled in the sec'Ondary design. The designer designed wi由Ds

= 0.3 5， but failed to a11'Ow f'Or an ex回 bearing capacity by the rigidity m'Odu1us. It is inferred 

白紙由ese three problems caused血is building t'O c'Ollapse. The first and third problems caused 

也e c'Oncentrati'On 'Of def'Orrnati'On 'On血E伽t st'Ory (relatively insufficient s出n抽)， whereas 

the sec'Ond problem ledω 由e ducti1ity t'O wi白S旬nd 白紙 def'Orrnati'On n'Ot being ensured 

(insufficient ductility). 

2.3 Results of survey regarding the method of designing pilotis buildings built by 

20012-3) 

(a) Purpose of case survey 

Aquesti'Onn創re survey was ∞nduc.旬d regarding由e design cases of pi10tis bui1dings in 

2001 with the aim of acclffilulating study data con貨ibuting to a future review of requirements 

for design and execution related to白e pi10tis structure 

(b) Results of questionnaire survey 

The nlffilber of responsesω凶ed 88. Reinforced concrete bui1dings ac∞unted for the 

larg回t part， being 62， followed by 22 steel・企amed reinforced concrete buildings. Most 

buildings (77) were designed aft紅白e 1 995 Hyogoken-nambu E紅白quake百lere were few 

buildings having 1 6  or more stories.百lÎs corresponds ω也e scarcity of eave heigh臼

exceeding 45 m. The histogram peaks of世le nlffilber of stories were at 7， 1 1 ，  and 14.百le

nlffilber of spans in the ridge direction of血.e pilotis story was most1y 3 to 9. In the beam 

direction (pi1otis direction)， 1 span accounted for the most part (55 buildings)， whi1e 2・span

and 3叩an buildings to旬led 25. 

In regard ω由e presence of bearing wa11s in由e pi10tis direction of由e pi10tis sω'ry，由c

nlffilber of pure pilotis buildings was 8， being about 10% of the tota1. Few buildings had an 

ecc印刷city ratio exceeding 0.15， preslffilably due to血e s仕uctural code requirements 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the histograms of the rigidity modu1us of the pilotis story and 

由eDs for the beam direction design of由e pi10tis sωry， respectively. Few bui1dings have a 

rigidity modulus of 0.6 or less， suggesting血at ex回s by the rigidity modulus are scarcely 

adopted in血e design practice at世le t泊施of this survey. 
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Current assessment techniques for pilo姐s buildings and their problems 

百le assessment procedur，巴s and problems of each design旬氾加ique are described錨

2.4 

follows: 

(a) 

By routes 1， 2・1， 2・2， and 2・3，也e design is required to meet世le permissible s出ss

Routes 1，2-1，2・.2， and2-3 

ca1cu1ation and satisfシequations 2・1， 2・2， or 2・3， where Aw， Ac， Z， W， andαdeno旬世le

cross-sectiona1宙開of wa1ls， cross-sectiona1 area of columns， 10cationa1 cons旬nt， weight of 

長瓦I ，mpmtimly.Bymu回2・1，2・2， and 2・3，出e也e building bome by each story， and 
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design is requiredωbe vertica11y and horizonta11y non-ec∞n住ic， with Fes being 1.0. Sin∞ 
route 2・3 is intended for a tota1 collapse type， it does not cover pi10tis buildings. Pi10tis 
buildings have a problem 也前世le pena1ty， Fs， based on the rigidity modulus for pilotis 
buildings does not a1ways exceed 1.0. 

L2.5叫+ LO.7aAc注Z附i (2- 1) 

�).5aA.，.， + �:O. 7叫注0.75Z附 仰)

エ1.8aAw + L1.8α4，，�Z附i (2-3) 

(b) Route3 

By route 3， 血e confirmation of the horizonta1 load-bearing capacity is required in 
addition ωthe permissible s出ss ca1culation. The horizonta1 load-be釘ing capacity required 
for each story is determined using such factors出structura1 characteristic coefficient， Ds百le
va1ues of Ds of a ductile企'ame s仕ucture and shear wa11 s仕ucture are norma11y 0.30 and 0.40， 
respectively. The Ds of a pぽe pilotis story is most1y 0.30， whereas白瓜of the other stories is 
most1y 0.40. Pi10tis bui1dings therefore have a problem tilat the horizonta1 load-bearing 
capacity of 血e pilotis story becomes lower白血白ose of白e other stories. A1so， wh巴reas白e
Ai distribution is genera11y employed for the extema1 force distribution， tile extema1 forces 
紅白even1y distribu飴d for a pilotis building after story yielding. 

Since tile 1995 Hyogoken-nambu Earthquake， the supplementary commentaries of 
technica1 standards basica11y prohibit the yielding or failure of a pilotis story. In regard to pure 
pi10tis buildings， however， tile story yielding of a pi10tis story is permitted by using 
coefficientα.p. Nevertheless，αp entails problems by being based on the law of constant 
energy and in旬nded on1y for pure pi10tis buildings. 
(c) Limit bearing capacity calcu1ation 

Limit bearing capacityωlcu1ation is a method of ca1culating the response deformation 
and s甘巴ss to tile assumed ground motion level by comparing the performance curve of白e
building contrac旬dωa one-degree-oι企eedom sys旬m and tile demand curve ca1culated企om

也e magnl旬de of an e紅白quake. This metilod enables engineers toωsess也.e concen佐ation of 
deformation to tile pilotis story in an explicit form. 

However，白is ffiI巴血od is incapable of precisely eva1uating asymme甘ica1 vibration，也e
so-ca11ed one-sided vibration. 
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(d) Diagnostic criteria for seismic resistance of existing buildings (Secondary 

diagnosis) 

In the widely used seconぬry diagnosis，世le axial forces of pilotis columns are exarnined 

出“lower story columns without walls." Since the axial force is ex創nined 0凶y m血e span 

having walls wi白血白e stn川町al pilotis plane， it is regarded as白c“rnaxirnurn asSurnl巴d"

鉱ial for∞. For由IS reぉon， s出ss transfer白rough the slab is not considered. 

2.5 Trial design and seismic response analysis 

Using a basic model formulated based on an existing pilotis building (s∞白figure

below)， a case study w，鎚∞nducted by seismic response analysis while changing 血E

cross-sectional area of columns and nurnber of walls on白e frrst floorωinvestigate 由c

properties of pilotis buildings.τ'he results眠summ 紅白d ぉ follows:

Out1ine of model building: A municipal housing-type model with a pilotis story on由c

frrst floor; 8 stories above ground wi也 a penthouse story (9 stories for analysis);出e frrst floor 

by steel-企arned reinfor∞d ∞ncrete construction and由e upper floors by reinfor∞d concrete 

∞ns回ction;built血也e first half of 1975 (before the new seismic design was implemented) 

The analysis conditions and pararneters are as follows: 

Analysis conditions: Equivalent shear model， Tak:eda model， fixed foundations， and the 

S伽ぬrd白ree waves (EI Cen位0・NS，Taft-EW， and Hachinohe・NS).

Analysis pararn臨rs: Nurnber of walls in也e pilotis story (0ω6， Fig. 2.3 shows批

釦alysis results wi由o walls); cross-sectional area of pilotis columns; a conventional model， a 

model conforming to the new seismic design and current laws， etc.; input earthquak:e motion 

level; darnping constant; and analysis prograrn. 

白nclusion: This building is 即時safe against level 1 and level 2 e紅白quak:es.

S甘engthening of t1ris building by ∞nfining columns will ensure safety against level 3 

E紅白quak:es (see Figs. 1.2，3.6， etc.). 

3. Seismic retrofi紺ng of凶sting pilotis buildings (Architectural WG 2) 

3.1 Principles 

A large nurnber of pilotis buildings built by the former seismic standards remain， with a 

substantial need for seismic re住ofitting. However， the re位'Ofitting of 由e pilotis floors is 

difficult in most case哩企'Om也E錨pect of architectural planning due to their use for parking， 

etc. Also， when 也e nurnber of shear walls is reduced and their cross-sectional area is 

increased to resolve the discontinuity of load bearing capacity/rigidity， the shear walls could 
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genera旬旬rsiona1 response ω an earthquake motion in the range of causing pl箇tic

deform剖ion and reducing白eir load-be紅ing capacity. Moreover， s仕'en割lening of世le pi10tis 

sωry may increase the response of白.e upper stories， ma恒ng their load-bearing capacity 

insufficient. In view of these circumstances， the Committee proposed tecbniques to increase 

the seismic resistance by streng世lemng也e pilotis s旬ryωan extent that d∞s not significant1y 

increase tl1e response of the upper stories. Points ωconsider here include世le improvement in 

也e ductility and dan1ping pe由，rmance of也e pilotis 由ry， fail・safe me錨町民and imparting 

of restorabi1ity. 

Maximum response dri氏a且gle
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Figure 2.3: Results of seismic response analysis 

3.2 Design procedures for seismic retrofitting 

3.2.1 External damping 

百1Ìs is a tecbnique to increase tl1e performance of existing bui1dings using damping 

members that are capable of efficient1y absorbing energy. As shown in Fig. 3.1， hy蹴retic

damping-type dan1pers made using low-yield point steel (LYP 100 ， 235) are insta11ed in也e

pilotis plane witl1 the aim of suppressing the response on the level of sma11 response 

deformation in the low rigidity pi10tis story by tl1e hysteretic energy absorption of tl1e 

dampers. Since the ends of each brace are fixedωtl1e edges of reinforced concrete beams by 
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f1XÍng steel anchorage plates using prestressing steel bars， the work is simple， wi血 a

minimum Sp齢e being occupied by the br郁泊E・ ηle伽皿pers c田 be dismoun岡田d

re-insta11ed when世le s回ctura1倉田ning問q凶res repair after an ear也q凶ke

This Syst開1 is applicable旬回isting reinforced∞，ncrete buildings wi由 a high torsiona1 

stren併1岨d flexura1 streng血 of beam ends to mininlize losses due to旬間iona1 deformation 

Buildings in which由e皿ia1 force cannot be retained after shear failure are out of 血e

applica厄on scope of曲is system. The design of血is sys民m is c町ried out in two stages. In the 

frrst stage， 由e target pl回世city ratio of 世田reinforced∞ncrete s位uctura1宜'aIlling is 

determined under 由e e直也，!uake motion for consideration， and the amount of d嗣lpers

n町田S町y to邸悩肝e由e旬rget is det町mined. 1t is impo由nt he田to∞nsider the losses血血e

damper deformation componen匂due to joint w回knesses阻d血e torsiona1 deformation of 

beams. In the second stage， attachm田.ts for the d血lpers are designed 

STEELPLATE 

f 

s 

Flgure 3.1: E玄ternal vibratlon tO副司I retro自制ng

3.2.2 Soft-Ianding lsolatlon system 

As shown in Fig. 3.2，世llS is a sys館m wh町eby由e seismic isolation of a pure pilotis 

building is achieved by fi阻ing seismic isolation devices to吐lC columns of thc pilotis story by 

∞mpressed connection to positively induce a story collapse in the story. Sin白血is system 

inlproves the seismic performance of the entire bui1ding， it is effective for buildings where 

泊四19曲四ing of世le flJst story 1回dsωinsufficient capacities of也e upper s旬Iries.
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For the development of this systemラa seismic isolation device was developed that 

scarcely protrudes from columns， whi1e formulating design guidelines. The relationship 

between the planar configuration of strengths and distortion was investigated as well. The 

advantages of this system are that no strengthening of upper stories is necessary and白at it 

permits a two-step investment; it protects human lives as a fai1-safe system in the first step 

andラupon permanent restoration after landingラit initiates its original function of seismic 

isolation. Subjects of白ture investigation inc1ude the relationship between the order of 

column fai1ure and the distortion response and seismic isolation of staircases and equipment 

(to what extent isolation is necessary). 

2ndいeam I 

Existing 
Column 

(a)Before retrofitting 

2nd floor beam 

Existing 
Column 

Foundation beam 

(b) Retrof i tted (0) After an earthquake 

Figure 3.2: Soft-landing isolation system 

3.2.3 A system combining dampers and deformation controllers 

Due to its low rigidity， a pi10tis story is subjected to relatively large deformation. 

Addition of energy-absorbing devices is therefore effective in absorbing energy during a 

m句or earthquake without substantia11y increasing the rigidity of the pi10tis story， whi1e 

reductions in the seismic response simi1ar to bωe isolation is expected against earthquake 

motions assumed in the design. Under an earthquake greater than assumed in the design， 

however， the risk of pi10tis story collapse due to the p-� effect increases. The use of 

deformation controllers is therefore e旺ective to be on the safe side. N ote that this method is 

premised on the ductility design/蜘engthening of pi10tis columns， as it requires high 

deformability of the columns. The Committee proposed two systems using oi1 dampers and 

steel dampers (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4， respectively). 
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Shear wall of 2nd s句η

Beam 

member 
Cantilever RC wall 

Figure 3.3: Combination of oil dampers and deformation inhibitor 

Mem 

Shear wall of 2nd凶ory

Beam 

C叫umn

三三

Figure 3.4: Combination of steel damper and deformation inhibitor 

3.2.4 A vibration control system by viscous tuned mass dampers 

A new vibration con位。1 sys旬:m has been devised using viscous tuned mass dampers (Fig. 

3.5). The Committee proposed a design me世lod using由is system for a pilotis sωry.百lÌs

sys旬m employs an added vibration sys旬m tuned wi也the main s佐ucture. The added vibration 

system∞:mprises equivalent masses， which are amplified by白.e rotation of the damper axes， 

and suppo巾. The deformation ofthe viscous body of the damper is amplified to several times 

由説of也em旬mω'ry deformation， thereby effectively suppressing也e response deformation of 

世le main structure by a small damper am01mt. It has been proven effective for structures 

showing elastoplastic properties， such as reinforced concrete structures， provided也e syst釦I

constants are established so白紙也e system is tuned with an equivalent rigidity co町巴sponding

旬也e interstory deformation of a level intended by the design. 
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Figure 3.5: Vibration control by viscous tuned mass damper 

3.3 Verification of seismic performance on a member level 

3ふ1 Square steel jacketing of columns with tops and bottoms confined with angle steel 

A retrofitting method for square-cross-section colurnns with steel jacketing has been in 

practica1 use. However， steel jacketing a10ne is not su宜ícient for confming concrete， leading 

to capacity losses at the time of large deformation due to concrete crushing at the ends of 

colurnns. It was thus considered effective to bind the column ends with angle steels in 

strengthening the confinement of concrete in the pl部tic hinge zones， thereby improving the 

ducti1ity of the colurnns. The e宜ectiveness of白is technique was experimenta11y proven (Fig. 

3.6). It was a1so shown白at effective streng仕lening by血is technique requires the fo11owing: 

(1) ensure a slit at each ∞lurnn end; (2)日11曲e space between the colurnn and jacket wi由

mortar having a strength equa1 to or higher than the s加ngth of colurnn concrete; (3) apply 

jacketing steel with a thickness of at least 6 mm. 

3.3.2 Flexural retrofitting method using steel bloc脳

This is a method in which steel blocks are fixed to the top and bottom of a colurnn by 

compressed connection to increase its effective depth against bending加 盟exura1

strengthening (Fig. 3.7). Also，血e intermediate portion of the colurnn is jacketed wi白 steel to 

increase the shear capacity， axia1 capacity， and flexura1 ducti1ity. This enhances the flexura1 

capacity， shear capacitぁ axia1 capacity， and ducti1ity performance of the colurnn. The 

advantages of this method inc1ude the fo11owing: N 0 new reinforcing bars or anchors are 

necessary; the work is relatively easy; and the capacity estimation is easier than str四割lening

with wing wa11s. Future subjects of investigation inc1ude the accuracy of shear capacity 
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estimation， grasping of the behavior of confined concrete， and the resulting increases in the 

shear forces in the central regions of beams 
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Figure 3.6: Steel jacketing with top and bottom confined with angle steeI3-1) 

|口| 口
Before retrofitting After retrofitting 

Figure 3.7: Flexural retrofitting using steel blocks 

3.4 Conventional seismic retrofitting techniques 

Various seismic retrofitting techniques proposed for bui1dings are summarized in the 

report as a reVlew. 
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4. Investigation toward the establishment of performance-oriented design for pilotis 

buildings (Architectural WG 3) 

4.1 Principles 

Performance-oriented design was investigated with the aim of establishing a design 

procedure for pilotis buildings企om the following aspects: (司自e background and current 

sta旬 of performance design;ゆ) basic considerations in performance-oriented design 

techniques; (c) charac旬ristiωof recent e紅白quake dama喜e and functional restorability of 

buildings; and (d) e∞nomical efficiency佃d reparability令'esωrability).

In regard to (母由e background and current st蹴of performance design， the cases in 

Japan and也e UnitedS包旬s are examined. 

In regard to (b)白basic considerations in pぽformance-oriented design， basic points 

related to也e steps of ground motion 白timation， response estimation， damage estimation， loss 

estimation， and performan∞labeling were presented. 

Meanwhile， (c) the characteristics of recent e紅白quake damage and血E血nctional

restorability of buildings were investigated based on damage cases of reinforced concrete 

buildings due to relatively large-scale e紅白q聞kes 也at struck various regions in J apan in 

recent years. As a result， the following damage characteristic was e甜acted:Such segmentsω 

non-bearing walls and equipment也at are not subjec匂dω partic叫紅 investigation regarding 

S飢lct町al safety during the structural design are damaged， eventually marring世le function of 

the building. This phenomenon was found in not a few s回ctures， 血ough sc紅cely leadingω 

collapse. Wi白血is as a background， Reference 4・1) sunmlarizes the items given below wi由

也e aim of c1ariちrmg也e concept on the seismic resistance of buildings世lat釘e requiredω 

withstand a major e紅白quake w抽出eir functions in旬ct.百lÎs was based on the results of a 

dantage s町ey and seismic response analysis of a general hospi凶in Ojiya City， 企om which 

a variety of useful pie附of information was obtained after 2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu 

Ear血quake.

Behavior of seismically isolated buildings during an e紅白q回ke and 由eir functional 

mamtenance 

D出na喜e conditions of e紅白quake-resistant buildings built at different也nes and也E

causes of their damage by seismic response analysis 

Restoration and repair m巴thods and costs for hospita1 buildings 

This survey focused on hospita1s， which are important buildings req凶red to maintain a 

high level of functions from immediately after being struck by an earthquake. The earthquake 
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damage conditions of hospita1 buildings and restoration of damaged segments were仕lUS

c甜acted and related ω the input ground motion level ω investigate曲四負mctiona1

mω>rability after an e紅白quak:e. Subjects of白ture investigation were a1so ex回cted

A1so， the following investigation was conducted 企om 血e aspect of (d) 

performance-oriented design企om白.e aspect of economic e血ciency and reparability 

(restorabi1ity): There is a回de-off between safety and reparabi1ity. Functiona1ity is a1so 

known to be traded off for safety and reparability. Trade-off ex出nples may include the 

following: A reduction in the amount of wa11s to increase functiona1ity reduces safe旬.

Ductility designωcompensate for a safety loss increases damage during an e紅白quak:e， while 

reducing the reparabi1ity. Increasing the function of a bui1ding， such asωmcrease世1e number 

of stori凶for efficient land use， mak:es it diffic叫tωensure safety白rough s位印刷1， reqwr mg 

ductility design permitting damage during an ear位1quak:e

百lOUgh血e safety of pilotis buildings tends ωbe low，也eir reparability can be higher 

than beam-yielding-type bui1dings， whi1e being highly functiona1 by m∞ting socia1 needs for 

C訂P首脳ng spaces. For achieving a city resistant to e紅白quak:es， it is irnportant to establish a 

seismic design me白od in consideration of 世1e ba1ance among 白c 白ree 仕ade・off

performances: safety， 白nctiona1ity， and reparability. In也is regard， seismic design of pilotis 

buildings is an interesting subject. 

From白ese asp帥，白e“岡山lishment of desi伊objectives"組d“indic組on of desi伊

objectives" are found to be particu1arly irnportant for a pi10tis building. When designing a 

pilotis building， i包safety， rl巴:parabi1ity， and functiona1ity should be expressed in 白ree

dirnensions as shown in Fig. 4.1， wi白白orough investigation being伺汀ied out regarding由c

qua1ity of ens町'ed safety. 
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3D expression 
of performance 

Safety 

臼
Functionality 

Figure 4.1: 3D exprωsion of reparability performance 

4.2 Seismic response evaluation 

In this section， a speci宣c seismic response evaluation procedure is presented for 

reinfor∞d concrete pilotis buildings， and i包validity is verified by comparison with the res叫旬

。f time history seismic response analysis. 

The seismic response evaluation is carried out by白.e following proced町e:

(a) Mode-adaptive pushover analysis (MAP analysis) 

S館山nonlinear incremen旬1 analysis4-1) (mode-adaptive pushover analysis， MAP 

analysis) is conducted.百lÌs is an analysis wherein世le external force distribution is altered 

step by step ac∞rding to the mode changes due to血e plasticizing of the building， so that a 

horizontal force dis出bution form proportional to the first order mode is ωns匂ntly applied 

regardless of出.e elastic/plastic state of the building. In 也is analysis，世le企箇ning sho叫d

basically p加lar企aming consisting of member models， and a s仕ucture model made by 

coupling member models assuming a rigid floor should be used. However， a (pseudo) 3・D

frame model should be used when the accuracy of a planar model analysis is d∞med 

insufficient due to也e steric behavior of the s仕切知re. This may include the case of torsiona1 

displacement due to eω印刷city and世le case where白e s仕ess of perpendicular beams or walls 

is unignorable because of the longitudina1 deformation of colunms or the end colunms of 

bearing walls. 

(b) Contraction ofthe building to an equivalent one-degree-oιfreedom system 

The structural chara自ristic curve (丸一Sd curve) representing the s回ctural

performance of the building is determined by the equations given below using也e relative 
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deform剖ion of白e 1血蜘ryWl世1 respectω血e ground floor level， ð" the extema1 force 

acting on the i也sω>ry， p" and血e base shear， QB' at each loading step ofMAP ana1ysis 

Lmi・6tz

8_ =_i=�----:;- . OD 

(tm
i イ ー

N 

Lmi•可

sd=iす一一-sa

LP; ・兵

(4・l a， b) 

where N is世le munber of stories and m， is世le mass of the i也story.

(c) Calculation of equivalent visco阻s damping constant of the bui1ding 

百leSa-Sdc町ve determined in step (b) above is modeled into an appropri蹴bilinear

curveωdefme白e equiva1ent yield deformation. By using the plas悦ity ratio at世le response 

point correspondingω血IS， μ，世le巴:quiva1巴nt viscous damping constant， h， of the entire 

building is determined as follows: 

h = r， (1- I/.J"P) + 0.05 (4-2) 

where r1 may be assumed to be 0.25. 

(d) Calcula姐on ofthe response value ofthe equivalent one-degree-oι.freedom system 

In consideration of the equiva1ent viscous damping constant， h， determined in step (c) 

above，世le ground motion for verification (acceleration response spectrunI) is multiplied by 

the damping correction factor by the following equation: 

R = � 
h = 1.1I"\I (4・3)

l+lOh 

百le intersection of也is spectrunI and the S a -S d curve determined in step (b) above is 

determined to ca1culate 血e response va1ue of the equiva1ent one-degr>∞ーof-freedom system. 

N ote that iteration is nec悶ary for determining the response va1ue by steps (b)ω(d) . 

(e) Calculation of response value for each member in each story and verification of 

safety for these limit response values 

百le loading steps ∞rresponding (or nearest)旬也e r>ωponse va1ues (intersections) 

obtainωin step (d) on the Sa -Sd curve眠determined ω ob回白e corresponding 

response va1ue of each story企"Om the MAP ana1ysis results. 

In addition， it is verified based on the MAP ana1ysis res叫白白紙世le deformation of each 

story or也e s紅白s/deformation of each membぽIS wl白血也e respective limit va1ue. 
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4.3 Database for damage estimation 

(1) In仕oduction

Accurate estimation of damageω memb巴:rs， particu1ar1y co1umns， and ensuring their 

deformation performance蹴keys for a bui1ding ωm∞t the performance requireme附.An

enormous number of horizonta1 10ading te由on co1umns have been conducted， wi白test data 

being accumu1ated， but have not been systematica11y organizcd.百lÌs section attempts to re1ate 

也e de凶Is of co1umns in the accumu1a旬:d da:飽ωtheir p1astic deformation capabi1ities and 

various 1imit s旬旬s.

(2) Database 

Specimens were ex位協ted from test reports appeariog in the JCI Annua1 Conference 

Pro∞edings pub1ished企om 199 1ω2008 and organized into a database. In consideration of 

批investigation into performance ω pi10tis co1umns，血e specimen data were e甜acted based 

on也e following箇pec包:

In view of the fact that pi10tis∞1umns are prone to higb axia1 forces under variab1e 

axia1 forces during horizonta1 10ading， 10ading test da:旬under variab1e axia1 forces or 

∞ns阻nt axia1 forωWl白組依 ia1 force ratio of not 1ess白血0.2 shou1d be collected 

Pi10tis co1umns are not short co1umns， since no partia1 wa11s are connected to pi10tis 

∞1umns.百lerefore，test data of co1umns wi血a shear span-depth ratio of not 1ess than 

1.5 shou1d be collected. Co1umns having wing wa11s shou1d be exc1uded 

Assuming bui1dings of a norma1 sca1e， test da匂wi血a concrete s出ng白of around 60 

MPa or 1ess shou1d be collected. 

(3) Example of data analysis 

百le re1ationship between the specifications of specimens and 也eir deformation 

performance wぉana1yzed regarding specimens 白紙 underwent tlexura1 fi創l町.e or shear 

fai1ure after tlexura1 yie1ding among those collected in 世le database. Figure 4.2 show an 

ex創np1e of the re1ationship betw∞n the amount of shear reinforcement and也e capacity 10ss 

ratio at a dri食ang1e of 1150 (∞rresponding to a p1錨ticity ratio of 3 when the yie1ding dri食

ang1e is assumed to be 11 150) of specimens e甜acted from papers published from 2003 to 

2008. Specimens伽t underwent shear fai1ure are a1so p10枇ed in the figure for comparison. 

Note白紙也e capacity 10ss ratio is defmed h町.e as也.e ratio of也e capacíty at a合ift ang1e to 

也e maximum capacity. 

It is not appropriate to hωti1y conc1ude， as the shear margin a1so depends on the仮ia1

force and加Isi1e rein必>rcement ratio， but wi世lin the range presented herein， a specimen tends 
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ωundergo tlexura1 failure when Pwσ'"" roughly exceeds 2. Similarly， it scarce1y suffers a 

exc芯eds 3. significant capacity loss at a drift ang1e of 1150 when Pwσw 
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Figure 4.2: Example of rela姐onship between shear reinforcement amount 
and capacity loss 

Seismic peñormance and meas阻res of rigid-frame viaducts (Civil engineering WG) 5. 

Introduction 5.1 

Rigid-frarne viaduc臼frequent1y used for railways are repr，巴sentative frarned structures in 

世le civi1 engineering field. Among tl1e various forms of rigid 企創ne railway vi晶ducts， a 

bearn-slab type， in which tl1e slab receiving tl1e仕acks and bearns are supported by colunms， is 

most widely used. Since integra出I bearns and slab of血is type support世le仕acks， hor包on凶

members have a relatively large load-bearing capacity. For 白lS r，鎚son，也.e tl鉱山a1 yie1ding of 

colunms tends to precede under tl1e effect of an eartl1quake. The civi1 engineering WG白us

investigated tl1e seismic performance and ear白quake-rlωlS位19 measures of bearn-slab type 

rigid-frarne viaducts. 

Past earthquake damage and subjects of seismic performance verifica姐on

(1) 

During tl1e 1995 Hyogoken-narnbu Eartl1quake， a number of rigid-frarne viaducts 

collapsed as 世leir colunms underwent shear failure. Fo武田lately，世1Ís did not injure many 

Shear failure of columns 

5.2 

people， because tl1e e紅白quake struck early in tl1e moming before tl1e紅白n service began. 

However，也e serious consequences of tl1e shear failure of tl1e ∞l田nns of rigid-企arne viaducts 

were keen1y re∞gnized. 
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One of血.e causes of the shear failure of columns was白紙even structures designed in 

ac∞rdance wi白白e design stand紅白of白e time did not attain the required shear capacity 

because of inun鉱山E ∞nstruction techniques. The design standards were revised later to 

a1low for suf五cient margins to avoid shear t1創lure of columns. Nevertheless， 由c

cross-sectiona1 size of columns旬:ndedωremain unchanged， while shear reinfor∞ment wぉ

si伊ificant1y increased ωavoid a higher cost. The resu1ting ∞nges加I reinforcement reduced 

也e concreting e血ciency， posing problems. 百le reinforcement amount has recent1y been 

白rther increased due to increased span lengtils. Adequate design has therefore become 

increasingly important. 

A1so， these problems of viaducts designed by former standards had been known to a 

certain extent， but eart11quak:e-resisting measures for existing structures tended to be 

postponed. In由e wak:e of the damage during由e 1995 Hyogoken-nambu E紅白quak:e，世le

E紅白quak:e-resisting meas町巴s moved into full implementation， with seismic retrofitting 

having been applied in descending order of the risk levels of s仕uctures. It is considered 

necess町hereafterω proceed wi白血s闘訓lening of ∞l凹ms inferior in deformation 

performance due to a sma11 shear ωpacity， even if shear failure is not assmned to precede， in 

consideration of the s位engtil tluc佃ation.

(2) Flexural failure of columns 

百le 1995 Hyogoken-nambu E紅白quak:e caused damage to columns by tlexura1 failure in 

areas wi由large eart11quak:e motions. Since the current design standards are a1so premised on 

danIage arising dueω bending during a large-sca1e e紅白quak:e，由is kind of damage is 

expected in the future as wel1. 

Under the current design standards， a ∞lumn is designed by assmning the u1timate 

displacement to be a displacement with which it can be紅 a certain horizonta1 for∞ whi1e 

considering i包plastic deformation performance. However， 也E叫佃nate displacement is 

established based on a1temate loading同臼on columns， without representing曲e limit point 

也at is direct1y explicable from白e倒pect of pe由m組∞verifiωtion.

Because of train回血c on the s位ucture， the limit point for a rigid-frame viaduct shou1d be 

estab!ished企'om 也e aspect of ensuring the甘ain service. Sin∞ danIage to members is 

premised， the repair ∞st for damage and residua1 deformation should a1so be considぽed

when establishing也e limit point. 

Th叩gh a region wi由reduced capacities is incorporated in也e current design stand百ds，

也e as温mned capacity losses are relatively sma1l， as也e reduction to the yie 
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necessary to quantitatively evaluate the unstable behavior whi1e the capacity decreases under 

repeated earthquake motion. A number of problems are left unsolved， inc1uding the necessity 

for considering aftershocks. 

(3) Shear failure of intermediate layers 

Damage to rigid-企ame viaducts during the 1978 Miyagiken-oki Earthquake and 1995 

Hyogoken-nambu Earthquake inc1uded shear fai1ure of the intermediate layers of such 

viaducts (Fig. 5.1). It is important to investigate its handling， as it does not direct1y lead to 

collapse of the entire structure. Shear fai1ure of an intermediate layer increases the bending 

moment of columns， causing concem about large deformation of the viaduct， but also 

suggests its role as a safety device for the structural system， as simultaneously the natural 

period of the structure changes and the deformability of columns increases. The possibility of 

such an effect has been investigated by seismic response analysis incorporating the shear 

fai1ure of intermediate beams. Active investigation should be carried out on this subject. 

Figure 5.1: Shear failure of intermediate beams 

(4) Distortion of columns 

Rigid-企創ne viaducts may be designed in i汀egular shapes at elevated rai1way stations and 

intersections with roads. Such structures may cause concem about the adverse effect of 

distortion on columns， depending on the column rigidity and mass balance. Incidents 

suggesting the e旺ect of distortion have been reported recent1y. The e旺ect of column distortion 

on the seismic performance of rigid-企ame viaducts should be investigated in the白.ture.
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(5) Joints of members 

In the c田rently practiced design procedure， member joints are assumed to be sufficiently 

rigid and not subjected to damage in most cases. However， damage to joints between beams 

of白e upper layer and columns during佃earthquak:e have been reported (Fig. 5.2). Recent 

studies have revealed白e possibility of damage to member joints depending on the method of 

組choring longitudinal reinforcing bars and the shape of joints. The verification of member 

joints may therefore be required in certain cases. When damage is predicted in member joints， 

its effects on the entire structure should also be considered. 

Figure 5.2: Damage to member joint 

(6) Effects of non-structural members 

During the 2004 Niigatak:en-Chuetsu Ear也quak:e， a rigid-企ame viaduct was damaged by 

shear failure of columns， which was presumably attributed to由e effect of the slab concrete of 

a building under the viaduct. This suggests the necessity for appropriate consideration of the 

effects of equipment under viaducts， such as buildings， and non-structural members other白血

the main s甘ucture in the seismic diagnosis of existing structures. on the other hand， when 

considering the seismic re仕ofitting of existing s加lctures， a possibility of utilizing slab 

concrete has been explored as a method of improving the load-bearing capacity of s肌lctures

having insufficient load-bearing capacities. In such a case， slab concrete serves as an 

intermediate res位ainer for the columns， eliminating the need for flexural streng仕lening of the 

columns. 

(7) Derailment 

The 2004 Niigatak:en-Chuetsu E紅白quak:e derailed a Shinkansen bullet train for the first 
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time in the history of也e Shinkansen. In the seismic performance of rigid-企出ne s佐uc旬res，

items relatedωstruc旬ral safety， such as ∞llapse， have mostly been at位acting attention， but 

investigation into the effect on仕組回血c to ensure functional safety should normally be 

given the first priority among the verification items. Though investigation for ensuring train 

仕affic is certainly carried out in世le current design practi∞， securmg位制n住affic to a greater 

extent is a subject of fu旬re s旬dy.

5.3 Earthquake-resisting measures for rigid-frame viaducts 

(1) Measures related ωstruct阻ral safety 

百le 1995 Hyogoken-nambu Earthquake caused世le collapse of viaducts dueωcolurmt 

shear failure，世le restoration of which req凶red a substantial amount of time. Based on也E

lessons企om this dantage， measures are being implemented， in which insufficient shearing 

force is supplemented for the colurmts of viaducts to change企om shear failure mode to 

flexural fi剖lure mode， while improving白eir deformation performance.百1Ìs is current1y done 

by steel j acketing， but various 0世ler me血ods have also been developed and applied ac∞rding 

to site conditions. Methods of quantitatively evaluating the load-bearing capacity and 

deformation performance of ∞lurmts re佐ofi御d by various methods have 白us been 

investigated along with methods of verifying批seismic performance of viaducts afler 

completion of ear世lquake・resisting measures 

(2) Measures for ensuring train traffic 

In view of the dantage causing d巴:railment of a Shinkansen train in servic唱d町mg也E

2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu Ear白quake， measures for ensuring位ain traffic on viaducts during 

an e紅白qu配are under study. Though there are limitations in ensuring回m仕組c solely by 

由e structure of viaducts， it is necessary to further investigate their functional safety， which is 

normally most import釦t among p巴:rformance requirements for viaduc臼田g. 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Examples of measures to protect train仕'affic

5.4 Current state and future prospects of seismic performance verification 

Seismic design h鎚been improved each time severe dama喜e企om an e紅白qm白was

experienced. Recent development in the seismic arrays and由e elucidation of seismogenic 

mechanisms led to the assumption of an enormous e紅白quake， m依血g it difficult to explain 

the seismic performan∞of s加ctures by conventional 瑚tic design methods， such 悩也e

permissible stress method， and specification design. 百e performan∞ V町ification of 

structures based on their dynar凶c r凶ponse h悩therefore become essential. 

The ongoing revision of白e design m巴thods for railway s佐uctures since the 1995 

Hyogoken-narnbu E紅白quake adop包世le performan∞-oriented design principles， which are 

a1so applied to rigid-企'arne viaducts. While performance verification requires that the seismic 

response of struct町田be expressed箇it is，由e scope of its application is limited by the 

current level of technology， requiring further investigation. 

The goal of seismic performance verification is to develop a method of calcula出g 也E

rωponse values白紙is applicable to any structure and capable of expl1ωsing its behavior 

under any e紅白quake motion and a me'血od of establishing reasonable limit values based on 

世le performance requirements， and to carry out performance verification based on these 

methods. Such a method of calculating 世le response values would be applied to both 

archi旬ctural and civil engineering fields， aIlowing the 凶tablishment of limit values ac∞rding 

to也c釦nction of respective s飢lC旬res.百le problems of each structure will白us be clarified. 
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